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INDRA AWARDED APPLICATIONS MANAGEMENT PROJECTS FOR 

THE BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENT WORTH OVER €19 M 

 

 
 The company will modernise and manage the technology services at 12 

institutions with responsibilities in areas as diverse as R&D, ICT development, 

education, space research and the electoral and legal systems 

 

 The project underpins Indra's position as a strategic IT service provider for 

large corporations and strengthens its presence in Brazil, the company's 

second largest market after Spain  

 

 
Indra, one of the top consulting and technology multinationals in Europe and Latin America, 
has won several applications management projects for the Brazilian government worth a 
total of 19 million euro. The 12-month performance period could be renewed over the next 
five years. 
  
The project includes the provision of technology services to 12 government institutions 
where different applications portfolios and technology support management will be offered 
including the modernising of IT systems that underpin the services provided and support for 
the solutions implemented. Thanks to the company's offer, government administrations will 
be able to improve their technology applications and guarantee the development and 
maintenance of their internal systems.  
 
Specifically, the administrations included in the project are the Ministry of Science, 
Technology and Innovation, the Brazilian Institute of Scientific Innovation, the National 
Institute of Historical and Artistic Heritage, the Superior Electoral Court, the National 
Commission of Nuclear Energy, the National Observatory, the National Institute for Space 
Research, the National Institute for Semi-arid Regions and the Emilio Goeldi Museum. 
These are joined by the Further Training Coordination for Higher Level Employees (CAPES) 
the Ministry of Sport and the High Court of Justice. 
 
These administrations are set to benefit from a highly efficient management model enabling 
resource optimisation and lower costs whilst providing better service quality for Brazilian 
citizens. Extending the coverage, scope and security of technology services will help these 
institutions progress in tandem with the country's needs in important areas such as scientific 
and technological research, ICT development policy, biosecurity, space, nuclear energy, 
control of exports in goods and services, historical and artistic heritage, and the electoral and 
legal systems. 
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This is one of the main public administration projects in Brazil as it includes technology 
development in corporate applications and administrative processes. This type of contract 
can be used by other public organisations which, if they so wish, may sign up to be included 
in the original contract.   
 

Supporting large corporations 
 
Indra is consolidating its position as a strategic IT service provider for large corporations and 
strengthening its presence in Brazil. The company's most important projects in this field 
include the management and operation of Prisa's IT area throughout the world, as well as 
the development and support of Endesa's corporate and management systems in Spain and 
Latin America. The company has also recently been awarded the task of modernising the 
technology infrastructure at the Colombian Institute of Family Welfare (ICBF) and the SAYP 
Consortium, two social organisations reporting to the Colombian government, as well as the 
operation and maintenance of all systems and basic services and hardware infrastructure of 
the Colombian company Ecopetrol, the fourth largest oil company in Latin America, and the 
management and operation of the systems platform of the Tax Administration Service of 
Mexico (SAT). The company is also carrying out a project in Ecuador to modernise the 
country's legal system with its technology. 
 
Indra also provides global support and maintenance services to Gas Natural Fenosa in 
Spain and Latin America and to other major companies in the telecommunications and 
finance sectors.  
 

Indra 
 
Present in Brazil since 1996, Indra is one of the leading Information Technology companies 
in the country. It currently employs over 7,000 professionals and offers extensive 
geographical coverage through offices located in the main Brazilian states. The multinational 
has a standout offer of high added value solutions and services for the Financial, Energy and 
Utilities sectors, Telecommunications, Public Administration and Health, Industry, Transport 
and Traffic, and Defence and Security. 
 
Indra is one of the world's largest consultancy and technology multinationals, a leader in 
Europe and Latin America and is expanding in other emerging economies. Innovation is the 
cornerstone of its business, which is highly focussed on the customer and on sustainability. 
The multinational is one of the leaders in its sector in Europe in terms of investment in R&D 
and innovation, having invested more than €550M in the last three years. With sales 
approaching €3,000 million, it employs 42,000 professional and has customers in 128 
countries. 
 
 
 
 
 


